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ProSun International Exhibits at Premiere Orlando 2018 Featuring the Automated Spa & V3
St. Petersburg, FL – ProSun International announced their participation at Premiere Orlando, June 2-4, 2018
at the Orlando/Orange County Convention Center in Orlando, Florida at booth #1650.
Premiere Orlando is the nail, hair, & beauty industry’s largest tradeshow, bringing in more than 58,600
beauty industry professionals from all 50 states and over 44 countries; who have the opportunity to
experience more than 600 educational classes and over 800 exhibitors across the 7-acre exhibit floor.
Premiere Orlando is specialized for salon and spa professionals to get the education and products they need
to succeed.
Attendees will be able to experience the dual wellness system of the Automated Spa and the V3 tanning
booth at ProSun’s exhibit. The Automated Spa combines red light technology, the RenuvaSkin FSR, with
world’s first and only trackless hydro massage system, The AquaFrixio. The AquaFrixio is user-friendly and
can be individually operated with preset and custom massage options. The users will be able to select
pressure, speed, and their zones of which they would like to have massaged. Along with the red light, users
can look and feel their best in only 15 minute sessions.
“We are looking forward to bringing the Automated Spa! It will be an exciting addition to the Premiere
Orlando show for users to witness the benefits this amenity provides to them and their salon and spa
clients. The AquaFrixio with the FSR red light creates the complete wellness experience, giving the option to
utilize a single room in your business to offer multiple services at once.” – Susan Burns, National Account
Manager.
The ProSun V3 tanning booth also will be on display to showcase one of ProSun’s many tanning beds. The V3
would be a great entry-level commercial tanning addition to any salon or spa for hair and nails. Users will be
able to receive a natural full body tan with the sturdy raised platform and handles in only 10 minutes.
“The V3 is perfect for the Premiere Orlando show because it’s truly a customer favorite. Without requiring a
lot of space at an economical price, it allows your business to bring in a while new clientele. It creates a
thriving profit center because your tanning clients will love how powerful and time-efficient it is,” – Jennifer
Henkemans, Chief Operations Officer.
ProSun International is a tanning, beauty, and wellness manufacturer located in St. Petersburg, FL who’s
been in the industry for over 35 years. The family owned and operated company is synonymous with the
Luxura®, ProSun® and AquaFrixio® brands that continue to grow in a variety of markets such as beauty,
fitness, health and wellness.
During the tradeshow event, attendees will be able to try out a custom massage while receiving the red light
facial. Visit booth 1650 and ProSun International will provide a show special for anyone interested in
bringing the Automated Spa or tanning to their business.
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